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CAMILA TAPESTRY

 
TECHNIQUES
- Locker hooking
- Crochet loop stitch
- Embroidery Satin stitch
- Latch hooking with locker hook (rya knot)

TOOLS
Locker hook needle
Canvas mesh fabric
Scissors

MATERIALS
A mix of different yarns, fabrics and ropes.
Materials can be changed depending on what you 
have available.

- Printed fabric ribbon
- 3 ply blue hand-dyed wool yarn. Used two strings 
per square 
- Hand-spun thick yarn in natural
- DK cotton yarn
- Cotton gold rope
- Monks cloth fabric ribbon
- Hand-dyed macrame cotton rope

TIPS
- Start from the bottom up but leave the fringe for 
the last. If you work on it at the beginning, it will be 
bothering you while you work on the rest of the 
tapestry. 
- First, start working on all the locker hook blocks. 
Then, work on the embroidery blocks and leave the 
crochet loops for last.
- If you find the canvas mesh is showing between 
blocks  try working 2 stitches in a single square.
- For the embroidery satin stitch, you’ll need a thick 
yarn that is broad enough to cover the canvas mesh, 
any fabric ribbon will work as well.
- If the crochet loop is looking bare, perhaps your 
yarn is too thin, but don’t worry, in that case, you can 
crochet two loops per square.
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 DK cotton yarn

Cotton gold rope

Handspun
thick yarn

Printed fabric 
ribbon

A dot shows where to 
start working a block

Hand-dyed 
blue yarn

Monks cloth 
fabric ribbon

Hand-dyed macrame 
cotton rope

An X shows where to 
latch hook fringe

An arrow shows the 
direction of the work 

A white straight line shows 
where to latch hook

A grey straight line shows 
where to embroider 

A white dotted line shows 
where to make a crochet loop 


